Thermal Annealing of Gold Thin Films on the Structure and Surface Morphology Using RF Magnetron Sputtering
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Abstract: Gold (Au) thin films were deposited on SiO₂ substrate under argon (Ar) gas environment using RF (radio frequency) magnetron sputtering at room temperature for various deposition times. These samples have been annealed at the temperature range of 250-450 °C. The change of the structural and surface morphological properties of both as-deposited and annealed films has been studied using an AFM (atomic force microscope), XRD (X-ray diffraction) and Raman scattering. The improvement of crystallinity was observed at the annealing temperature of 350 °C and degradation was found thereafter. In agreement with XRD and Raman measurements, both crystallite size and crystalline volume fraction were found to be increased having maximum at 350 °C and decreased afterward. This result can be explained by simple kinetic theory where sticking probabilities, Au structures agglomerated on SiO₂ surfaces and surface coverage of Au atoms must be considered. Moreover, it can also be explained by the occurrence of two competing phenomena like roughening induced grain growth and smoothing induced inhibition of grain growth with increasing annealing time. Growth mechanisms are also discussed.
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Nomenclature

\( \text{rms:} \) Roughness
\( \Phi: \) Deposition time
\( \rho: \) Crystalline volume fraction

Greek letters

\( \delta: \) Crystallite size
\( \lambda: \) Wavelength
\( \theta: \) Angle
\( \sigma_i: \) Intrinsic stress

1. Introduction

Gold (Au) thin films have a wide range of applications in many fields and may be used for memory storage, energy harvesting [1-3] and storage, nanosensors, optics, corrosion prevention, ware protection and biosensing devices [4-5]. Au thin films on SiO₂/or Silicon has been studied for interconnection in IC (integrated circuit) fabrication, because it has a high conductivity. Various approaches such as sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, vacuum evaporation and molecular beam epitaxy have been used for thin film growth. Deposition technique, properties of substrate, adsorbed atoms and their interaction strength with the substrate surface are playing very important role on the growing rate, micro structure and morphology of the thin metal films. In physics of thin films and also in a wide range of technological applications, initial phase of the film growth and its morphology is a persisting problem. Venables et al. [1] have observed and discussed three basic mechanisms of the film growth. Au thin films are currently being studied more closely for many critical applications, as they are highly conductive and
yet not easily oxidized. It is also exhibiting interesting physicochemical properties of gold nanoparticles. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the structural, surface morphology and growth mechanisms of film at early stage of deposition on various substrates. The structural properties of films are showing crucial role on the film quality, which may affect its optical properties as well as the sensing capabilities of the device. Many research groups published the Au deposition [7-9] but there is no report on the systematic investigation of the annealing effects on the structural and surface morphological properties of Au film on SiO₂ substrate. Therefore in this study, we deposited the Au thin film on glass substrate by RF (radio frequency) magnetron sputtering at room temperature and investigated the effect of annealing temperature on the structural property of Au thin layers. Raman scattering, XRD (X-ray diffraction) and AFM (atomic force microscope) methods have been used for the study of growth, morphology and the structural properties of thin gold layers.

2. Experimental Setup

Magnetron sputtering is a PVD (physical vapor deposition) technique and the depositions are performed at low pressure in a versatile system. The method is reliable, the results can easily be reproduced and the technique is frequently used for large-scale coatings of thin films. Sputtering means that atoms from a target are knocked out by energetic ions, the released atoms are deposited onto a substrate and a layer is built up.

All SiO₂ substrates were cleaned by acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water for 15 minutes respectively (Table 1). After allowing the substrates to air dry, tape was covered to a small area of glass substrates to form a mask for deposition in order to measure the film thickness. Deposition was carried out

![Diagram of magnetron sputtering](image)

**Table 1** Substrates cleaning conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Acetone (min)</th>
<th>Isopropanol (min)</th>
<th>DI water (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Gold thin film deposition conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Gas pressure (mT)</th>
<th>Current (mA)</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in a 15 sccm of argon (Ar) (99.99% purity) gas atmosphere by supplying 90 W of RF power with frequency of 13.56 MHz. The Au thin film was grown at RT and pressure of 100 mT, respectively, for deposition time of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 minutes. After the RF magnetron sputtering, the samples were annealed in a furnace using quartz tube reactor at the temperature in the range of 250-450 °C in an Ar ambient. The deposition rate for each sample was determined by measuring the thickness of the film using an Ambios XP-1 profilometer. The AFM is a scanning probe microscope. It works by scanning an extremely fine probe on the end of a cantilever across the surface of a material, profiling the surface by measuring the deflection of the cantilever. This allows a 2D/3D profile of the surface to be produced at magnifications over one million times, giving much more topographical information than optical or scanning electron microscopes. Its limitation is that the surface to be observed needs to be very flat or the tip will crash into the “hills” as it is scanned. The microscope can run in two modes: contact and close contact. Contact mode scans the probe across the surface, keeping a constant force between tip and sample, maintained by a feedback control. The amount of movement required to keep the constant force is then used to create the image. Close contact mode, often called tapping mode, uses a vibrating cantilever. Simple height data can be obtained from the changes in Z-axis displacement, but phase data can also be obtained. AFM images were recorded with a Veeco CP-II AFM to analyze the topography of the film surface. Images taken with the AFM were analyzed using Gwyddion software. Tapping mode was used in this experiment. The root mean square (rms), also known as the quadratic mean, is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity. It is especially useful when variants are positive and negative.

It can be calculated for a series of discrete values or for a continuously varying function. Its name comes from its definition as the square root of the mean of the squares of the values.

\[
\text{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{(Z_i - Z_{ave})^2}{N}}
\]

The XRD measurements were carried out using an XRD apparatus (Shimadzu XD-D1), employing a diffractometer with a slit width of 0.1 mm set at the front of the detector. Diffractograms were registered at the angle range of 2θ = 10°-85°. The average grain size, δ in the depth direction was estimated from the half-width value of the X-ray spectra by the Scherrer formula,

\[
\delta = 0.9\times\frac{\lambda}{B\times\cos\theta}
\]

where B is the corrected width: B = (BS – BM), where BS is the half width values measured and BM the width due to instrumental broadening. Wavelength of the x-ray used is \(\lambda = 1.5418\ \text{Å}\). The structural properties were also characterized by Raman scattering measurements. The FWHM (full width half maximum) of the films was estimated from the Raman spectra. The stress was estimated from changes in the curvature of the substrate/film system using Stoney’s formula.

### 3. Experimental Results

#### 3.1 Evaluation of Structural Properties Based on XRD Measurements

All Au samples, without annealing and with annealing at different temperatures were shown θ-2θ patterns of face-centered cubic phase with dominant (111), (200), (220) and (311) diffraction peaks. However, the relative intensities of (111), (200) and (311) diffraction peaks become noticeable after thermal annealing at 350 °C. Figs. 2a and 2b show the <111> XRD relative intensity, Iₓ, and the <δ> Crystallite size, <δ>, respectively, for Au films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time. Both Iₓ and <δ> values are found to increase monotonically with increasing deposition time on glass substrates condition, and the following relationship is obtained:
I_\alpha <\delta^{1.7} (= <\delta^2). However, we have observed the relationship, I_\alpha <\delta^3, for Au films on glass substrates. The mechanism behind such relationship between I_\alpha and <\delta> is unknown.

Fig. 2b shows the crystallite size, <\delta> of Au thin films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time. As shown in this diagram, <\delta> was found to be increased as deposition time increasing at annealed temperature of 350 °C, maximum <\delta> was estimated on glass substrates, <\delta> = 40 nm. The impact of the deposition time on the crystallite size on various substrates revealed that higher sputtering yields resulted in the formation of bigger gold particles. The observed deposition rate data (Fig. 4a) have been suggested that controlled deposition time variations enable to tailor the coherent diffraction domain size [10], which determines the electronic-optical properties of Au system.

Fig. 2  (a) <110> XRD relative intensity and (b) <111> crystallite size as a function of deposition time on glass substrates.
3.2 Evaluation of Structural Properties Based on Raman Scattering Measurements

Figs. 3a and 3b show the 1,574 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman intensity and FWHM of Raman spectra of Au thin film deposited on glass substrates as a function of deposition time.

As revealed in Fig. 3a, 1,574 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman intensity increases as deposition time increases, however, the overall intensity is getting higher for the films deposited on glass substrates at 350 °C. As shown in Fig. 3b, the value of the FWHM, estimated from 1,574 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman spectra is found to be decreased with increasing the deposition time on glass substrates having the lowest value at 350 °C. Similarly, Fig. 3c shows the variation of peak frequency as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature. The Raman shifts are controlled by vibration of the electronic polarization for constituents in the films which depends on the bonding structure such as atomic distance. So, the value of the FWHM will, in general, broaden as the magnitude of the lattice strain is widely distributed in a film. On the other hand, if the atomic distance is uniformly strained, the width of the Raman spectra will be unchanged, but its peak frequency should shift. Fig. 3c shows the peak frequency of 1,574 cm\(^{-1}\) component as a function of deposition time on glass substrates. As Au films on glass substrates, it is found that the peak shifts toward a lower frequency side with increasing deposition time. Such Raman peak shifts would be related to a change in the stress of the films as discussed below.

3.3 Evaluation of Structural Properties Based on Stress Measurements

Fig. 4a shows the stress of Au films deposited on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperatures. In this diagram, the positive values of stress denote tensile stress. The values of stress for Au films on glass substrates are always lower with increasing deposition time. At 350 °C, on glass substrate the lowest stress, \(\sigma_G = 10 \times 10^8\) N/m\(^2\) was observed. The measured stress is composed of two different types of stress: one is the stress, \(\sigma_t\), caused by the thermal expansion mismatch between the film and the substrate, and the other is the intrinsic stress, \(\sigma_i\), controlled by the growth process of the film. The value of \(\sigma_i\) can be given by

\[
\sigma_i = (\alpha_S - \alpha_G) \Delta T Y / (1 - \nu)
\]  

(3)

where \(\alpha_S\) and \(\alpha_G\) are the thermal expansion coefficient for the Au film and the substrate, respectively. The symbols \(Y\) and \(\nu\) are Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio for Au film. The value \(\Delta T\) is assumed as the difference between the deposition temperature (Room temperature = 300 °C) of the films and room temperature at which the stress was measured. As described, shifts in the Raman peak frequency would be related to change in the stress of the films. A positive Raman-peak shift can be interpreted as indicating an increase in the compressive stress or a decrease in the tensile stress. A negative Raman peak shift may be caused by a deterioration of the structural properties and may be related to a change in the robustness in the Au network. Fig. 4b shows the deposition rate as a function deposition time under various annealed temperature. Over all deposition rate was found to be decreased with increasing deposition time. At 350 °C annealed temperature, deposition rate was found to be the lowest. This result is consistent with the above results.

Fig. 4b shows the dependence of the deposition rate of Au thin films as a function of deposition time on glass substrates under various annealed temperature. On glass substrates deposition rate increases sharply with increasing deposition time and 350 °C has been shown the lowest deposition rate as observed in Fig. 4b.

It is evident that the overall deposition rate on glass substrate is slower at 350 °C. Gold layers deposited for the longest deposition times are discontinuous, i.e., composed of separated gold islands. Observed evolution of the deposition rate on the glass substrate
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Fig. 3  (a) 1,574 cm\(^{-1}\) Raman intensity, (b) FWHM, and (c) peak frequency on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature.

(a) 350°C ■ 250°C ▲ 450°C ○ RT □
(b) RT □ 450°C ○ 350°C ▲ 250°C ■
(c) RT ○ 450°C ▲ 350°C ■ 250°C ▼
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Fig. 4 Dependence of (a) stress and (b) deposition rate of Au films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under the various annealed temperature.

Fig. 5 shows AFM micrographs of the Au films deposited on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature (a) RT, (b) 350 °C and (c) 450 °C. In these diagrams, the degree of surface roughness is the root mean square (rms) value of the roughness heights. Uniformly distributed Au grains were observed for the films (rms = 1.47 nm) at RT. However, the presences of polygonal-like islands with a larger aspect ratio (height/width) with respect to sample 5a were noticed at 350 °C. Moreover, the later displayed the presence of three dimensional individual Au particles were perceived at 450 °C. Finally, at 350 °C, the Au

may be due to different sticking probabilities of gold atom capture on the bare glass substrate and already created gold islands. These results are consistent with the AFM results shown in Fig. 5.

3.4 Evaluation of Surface Morphology Based on AFM Measurements

Fig. 5 shows AFM micrographs of the Au films deposited on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature (a) RT, (b) 350 °C and (c) 450 °C. In these diagrams, the degree of surface roughness is the root mean square (rms) value of the roughness heights. Uniformly distributed Au grains were observed for the films (rms = 1.47 nm) at RT. However, the presences of polygonal-like islands with a larger aspect ratio (height/width) with respect to sample 5a were noticed at 350 °C. Moreover, the later displayed the presence of three dimensional individual Au particles were perceived at 450 °C. Finally, at 350 °C, the Au
particles are pulled together from the nearest surface to form the cluster and/or island type structure (rms = 5.25 nm) because Au has a rather high surface tension [4-7].

Fig. 6 shows the rms value by AFM as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperatures. Glass surface exhibits higher surface roughness compared to Si surface. A rather complex surface morphology is observed on the gold-covered glass. The presence of isolated gold grains of various sizes is observed for 450 °C. With increasing deposition time the mean size and the density of these grains increase, but the initial size differences are gradually smeared out. The later effect is reflected in the evolution of the surface roughness which increases rapidly in initial deposition stages. With increasing annealed temperature, the gold layer becomes electrically conductive. The appearance of the gold grains and their growth may be due to the above-mentioned preferential capture of the incoming gold atoms on the already existing gold islands or to surface diffusion of deposited gold atoms and their aggregation into larger grains.

It may be concluded that the initial morphology of the substrate affects the morphology of the deposited Au layer significantly.

![AFM micrographs of Au thin films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature.](image)

Fig. 5  AFM micrographs of Au thin films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature.

![AFM surface roughness (rms) of Au thin films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature.](image)

Fig. 6  AFM surface roughness (rms) of Au thin films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperature.
3.5 Analysis of ESR (Electron Spin Resonance) Measurements

Figs. 7a and 7b show the ESR spin density, $N_S$ and g-value for Au films on glass substrates as a function of deposition time under various annealed temperatures. The measurements were performed within a few days of the deposition. The value of $N_S$ monotonically decreases, as deposition rate increases on glass substrates. On the other hand, g-value was found to be increased as deposition rate increasing for glass substrates.

4. Growth Mechanisms of Au Layers at Early Deposition Stages

Au thin films were prepared using RF magnetron sputtering on glass substrates under various annealed temperatures in order to understand the structural and surface morphology of Au films. Several mechanisms may jointly be responsible for determining the structural and morphological properties of films should be considered [11, 12]: (1) change in the surface morphology of the substrate surface, (2) change in the deposition rate, (3) change in surface migration of adsorbates, caused by different Au coverage of the growth surface, and (4) removal of strained surface bonds. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, Au grains can be deposited on glass substrate with a rough surface showing highly roughened, due, most likely to the increased $<\delta>$ values. Contrasting results have also been observed for uniform Au films on silicon substrates with a smooth surface used in the present study.

The results of this study showed a significant difference in the structure of Au-films depending on if the substrate material was conducting or non-conducting. Therefore gold film coalescence was studied on two kinds of substrates. Films were deposited on those substrates with identical deposition conditions as a function of deposition time. AFM micrographs show Au films on non-conducting substrates (glass) have larger coalescence at 350 °C annealed temperature. For non-conducting substrates, homogenous structure changes to cluster-type structures with increasing sputtering time. On the other hand, for conducting substrates (silicon), a uniform worm-like structure with micro-voids has changed to homogenous structures [13-17]. While the deposition on glass substrate proceeds with increasing deposition time and in the case of the Si substrate, the deposition in the initial stages of the layer growth proceeds with significantly decreasing deposition rate.
It should be noted that the gold layers deposited for the shortest deposition times are irregular. Observed evolution of the deposition rate on the glass substrate may be due to different probabilities of gold atom capture on the bare glass substrate and already created gold islands. It is suggesting a predominance of vertical growth with respect to the lateral one. These results could be explained taking into account that larger Au crystallites were formed at higher deposition time, and hence, higher sputtering yields. Their low surface mobility likely resulted in a low coverage of the glass surface and in a minor density of nucleation sites. Due to the high sputtering yields, these nuclei grew vertically more than laterally, resulting in the formation of cluster-like Au/glass system. Conversely, lower $T_d$ and lower sputtering yields produced the initial deposition of crystallites with a smaller size. Their higher surface mobility likely favored the lateral growth and agglomeration that, under the present conditions, can be comparable or higher than the vertical one [17-20]. These results were consistent with the initial formation of a thin layer completely covering the surface and with the surface morphology. Although we believed that mechanisms 1&2 contribute predominantly to the control of the structural properties, mechanism 3 and/or 4 may also be contributing factors.

5. Conclusion

In order to examine the structural and surface morphology of gold layers sputtered onto glass substrates as a function of the deposition time under annealed temperature, the deposition rate on glass substrate is monotonously increasing as a function of deposition time as could be expected. The deposition rate on the silicon substrate is decreasing with $[T_3]$. For the glass substrate, however, the deposition rate is low for short sputtering times having discontinuous gold coverage and with increasing deposition time having more homogenous coverage; it increases to a value comparable with that found on the silicon substrate. At deposition time = 35 min, $<\delta> = 40$ nm, low stress, low spin density and higher g-value were observed. The observed dependence can be explained by different sticking probabilities of gold atoms on the bare glass substrate and on regions with gold coverage. AFM images taken on bare substrates and those coated with gold for different deposition times show great differences in the morphology of the gold layers deposited on both substrates. On the silicon substrate, rather homogenous gold layers are observed, the surface morphology of which has only little changes with increasing sputtering time. At deposition time = 35 min on silicon substrate, $<\delta> = 20$ nm and high stress ($9.95\times10^8$ N/m$^2$) were obtained. At the deposition stage roughly corresponding to the outbreak of layer electrical conductivity, a worm-like structure in the gold layer is formed, and at later deposition stages, a globular layer structure is observed. On the glass substrate, however, the presence of isolated gold grains of various sizes is observed for short deposition times. With increasing deposition time, the mean size and the density of these grains increase, but the initial differences in the grain size are gradually smeared out. XRD, stress and Raman scattering results are well consistent with the AFM results. Present results contribute to a better understanding of initial stages of the formation of metal layers on different substrates. The results of such examinations suggest that mechanism (1&2) along with mechanism (3) and/or (4), as described above, may be effective in controlling the structure and morphology process of Au films. The results can be of interest for specialists developing meta-materials, photonic crystal structures, and nanostructured materials with enhanced biocompatibility. This study will contribute to the potential applications of Au/SiO$_2$ to the interconnection in IC fabrication.
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